INSURANCE FOR RESTAURANT DELIVERY DRIVERS DURING COVID-19
The Office of the Commissioner of Insurance (OCI) issued a Bulletin directing the insurance
industry to remove any insurance barriers that may prevent a restaurant from beginning
delivery service with its employees.

IF MY EMPLOYEES ARE USING THEIR OWN VEHICLES TO MAKE DELIVERIES, WILL THEY BE COVERED
UNDER THEIR PERSONAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE?
Personal lines automobile policies do not usually provide coverage for vehicles used for commercial
purposes, like food delivery. But, due to the COVID-19 public health crisis, OCI has ordered that insurers
may not deny a claim under a personal auto policy solely because the insured driver was delivering food
for a restaurant.
WHAT OTHER INSURANCE COVERAGE DO I NEED FOR DELIVERY DRIVERS? HOW DO I OBTAIN AUTO
COVERAGE FOR LIABILITY INCURRED BY MY DRIVERS?
It is common for restaurants who employ delivery drivers who use their own car to obtain a rider to a
commercial general liability policy. If your commercial general liability policy does not include a hired and
non-owned auto coverage rider, contact your insurer to request one. The coverage will be effective on the
date it is requested.
HOW MUCH WILL THIS EXTRA INSURANCE COVERAGE COST?
There is no extra cost to policyholders.
WHEN DOES THIS CHANGE GO INTO EFFECT?
This order applies to all claims on a personal automobile policy for an incident that happened after March
23, 2020.
WHEN DOES THIS TEMPORARY ORDER END?
This order will remain in effect until the public health emergency order is lifted, in whole or in part, and
restaurants are able to resume normal operations.
ARE THERE EXCLUSIONS TO WHO IS COVERED BY THIS ORDER?
The coverage for delivery drivers under their personal auto policies does not apply to drivers who
otherwise have coverage for deliveries through their personal policy or another policy, or drivers working
for a transportation network company or similar delivery company.
MUST EMPLOYEES CONTACT THEIR PRIVATE AUTO CARRIER AND INFORM THEM THAT THEY ARE
USING THEIR VEHICLE FOR DELIVERIES?
No, employees do not need to contact their carriers to inform them. For drivers using their personal auto
policy, all terms and conditions effectively remain the same; however, insurance carriers are prohibited
from using an exclusion in the policy that excludes coverage if the insured/driver engages in commercial
activity to deny a claim.
MUST I, AS THE EMPLOYER, CONTACT MY INSURANCE CARRIER AND INFORM THEM THAT I WANT THIS
COVERAGE?
For the hired and non-owned auto coverage, the employer/insured needs to contact their carrier to
request this coverage. The coverage will be added at no charge to your current commercial liability policy,
but a request for coverage must be made by the employer/insured.

